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The College of Staten Island's new St. 

George satellite campus will not have any 

classes scheduled at the facility this semester. 

CSI touted the new facility, which is 

located minutes away from the ferry at 120 

Stuyvesant Place, as a more convenient op-

lion for students traveling from other bor-

oughs and Staten Islanders who live in the 

BY CLIFFORD MICHEL 

The Professional Staff Congress, a fac-

ulty union which represents some 25,000 

employees at CUNY, ratified a seven-year 

contract with the university on August 4. The 

vote, which took place over a few weeks this 

summer, brings the end of a threat to strike 

and closes a bitter chapter in the university's 

history. 

The contract, which covers October 2010 

through November 2017 provides a 10.41% 

raise for faculty and staff. 

Employees will receive retroactive pay 

under the contract and fulltime staffers will 

recieve a $1,000 signing bonus.  

North Shore. Research conducted by CSI's 

faculty conservatively predicted that 900 stu-

dents would've opted to use the campus. 

CSI President William .1. Fritz announced 

the college's decision in a note to the college 

community on July 11. Fritz wrote that CSI 

wanted to avoid a haphazard opening. 

"Planning for an effective opening for 

a new facility is a large undertaking that in- 

LUNY Chancellor James B. Milliken ex-

pressed optimism that the agreement would 

help retain and attract talent to the universi-

ty's campuses. 

"This agreement provides not only a 

much-needed increase in pay for our many 

faculty and staff but it also includes addi-

tional provisions important to CUNY's com-

petitiveness for talent at all levels," Milliken 

said in a statement. 

PSC-CUNY leadership expressed simi-

lar sentiments. 

"We were able to negotiate a strong, 

imaginative contract in a period of enforced 

austerity for public workers because our 

( rc(111: Clifford Nli,:11(1 

volves the coordination of many offices on 

campus," Fritz's wrote in his note. "1 believe 

it is prudent for the College to make every ef-

fort to ensure that the first cohort of classes at 

St. George has a wonderful experience which 

will greatly enhance the location's long-term 

success." 

While there won't be any classes at the 

Continued on Page 5 

members mobilized," said Barbara Bowen, 

president of PSC-CUNY. "The fight for our 

contract was a fight for investment in quality 

education at CUNY." 

The deal ends six years of deadlock, 

during which CUNY professors and em-

ployees received no raises as their contract 

expired under the watch of former Mayor 

Michael Bloomberg. 

The union began ramping up protests for 

a new contract after Milliken became the uni-

versity's chancellor in June of 2014. 

The union often held demonstration out-

continued on Page 4 

Ditch The Wall Charger. Get a Portable 

Battery 

We're on our phones most of the day and 

due to lack of service on campus it drains 

your phone battery just by sending a simple 

text message. Instead of hunting for an outlet 

in the classroom, get a portable charger! 

I have the Mophie Power Reserve por-

table battery ($35) hut you can get a decent 

one from Best Buy anywhere from $12 and 

up and most come half charged. 

Batteries that hold 2600 mAh (milli-

amp hour) is enough to charge an iPhone one 

full time and then some. Just don't forget to 

charge it the night before! 

-- Emily Zoda, Co-Editor in Chief 

Do Your Research Before Going to 

.4 dvertisement 

Speaking from experience, please do 

your research on the classes you should be 

taking before you go to any advisement. 

You certainly do not want to he set back 

a year, which is time and money you can't 

get back. 

Not to take away from the job of what the 

advisors are doing when it comes to general 

advisement but he sure to stop by the depart-

ment of which your major is in and ask for a 

hardcopy of your major's program. 

You can also check online by going to the 

CSI website and looking at undergraduate or 

graduate programs. 

-- Sierra Howard, Business Manager 

Tiine Your Arrival 

Campus can get pretty busy. 

If you don't time your arrival on campus 

you can spend copious amounts of time find-

ing parking, picking up something from the 

bookstore. or even ordering a slice of pizza 

from the cafeteria. 

Continued on Page 4 

An advertisement for CSI's new St. George campus at the Staten Island ferry terminal 

CUNY, Professors Union Approve Long Awaited Contract 
Deal Provides 10% in Retroactive Raises for 25,000 University Employees 
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Y GA RIEL DAVILA 

Democrats in Congress stopped the pas-

sage of a $1.I billion federal bill issued by 

the Republicans and accused GOP lawmak-

ers of damaging the legislation with political 

contingency plans as well as excluding Dem-

ocrats from drafting the bill. 

"We have a public health crisis descend-

ing on our country," said Senate Majority 

Leader Mitch McConnell, a Republican. 

"Pregnant women all across America are 

looking at this with dismay, utter dismay, as 

we sit here in a partisan gridlock manufac-

tured by the other side." 

Republicans proposed a bill, which was 

$800 million less than what the Obama ad-

ministration asked for. 

The legislation would implement new re-

strictions on Planned Parenthood and similar 

clinics who provide contraceptives against 

the Zika virus, which can be passed on sex-

ually. 

Democrats also railed against a provision 

cutting $540 million in financing from the 

Affordable Care Act, President Obama's sig-

nature healthcare law, and proposed further 

BY STEVEN MORRIS 

Here we are. The inevitable is now pres-

ent. Presented to us are two candidates, one 

who was considered a frontrunner before 

the election cycle even began, and another 

who's Presidential bid was thought of as a 

side show. 

This election has been filled with twists 

and turns, borderline unbelievable quotes, 

massive protests and a candidate who openly 

ran as a "Democratic Socialist." 

Alas, America has chosen its two candi-

dates: Donald Trump, from the Republican 

Party and Hillary Clinton, from the Demo-

cratic Party. 

However, there's something wrong. In 

almost every presidential race there has been 

unified support for each candidate. President 

Barad( Obama, Ronald Reagan, President 

George W. Bush (in his lirst term) and John F. 

Kennedy, are just a few examples; each party 

had unified support for their candidate. 

Except this time, there is a lack of uni-

fied support for both the Republican and the 

Democratic candidate. This has led to sonic 

startling news: For the first time in modem 

American politics the two candidates for 

President are both strongly disliked by signif-

icant portions of the electorate. 

A poll on FiveThirtyEight, a data driv-

en news outlet, which was conducted by the 

Roper Center and IBD/TPP from late March 

to late April, founded something striking. 

Even when Hillary Clinton and Donald 

Trump are "strongly unfavored". According  

reallocation of money from Ebola programs, 

totaling $107 million, the New York Times 

reported. 

"What we want [the Republicans] to do 

is negotiate," Senator Charles Schumer said. 

"We're willing to compromise... But what 

they're doing is going to kill any chance of 

Zika [funding]." 

The GOP's plan would have given fund-

ing for vaccine research to the National In-

stitutes of Health, community health centers 

in areas with the highest rates of Zika trans- 

to this poll, 37 percent of the people surveyed 

"strongly unfavored" Hillary Clinton while 

Donald Trump was "strongly unfavored" by 

53 percent of the people. 

Both these results are the highest 

"strongly un-favorability" ratings in the past 

8 presidential election cycles. En the case of 

Donald Trump, the next highest rating was 

George W. Bush in 2004 with around 32 per-

cent. With Hillary Clinton, the next highest 

rating was President Obama in 2012 with 32 

percent. 

The fragmented support in each party 

was apparent throughout the presidential 

primaries; however, the issue wasn't widely 

discussed until the open dissent at both the 

Republican National Convention (RNC) and 

the Democratic National Convention (DNC). 

At the RNC, which was held at the 

Quicken Loans Arena in Cleveland, Ohio, 

noticeable divides in the party were evident. 

The chaos at the RNC started the first day of 

the Convention. 

Not even a few hours into the Conven-

tion there was a controversial block on a roll 

call vote regarding convention rules. 

Delegates and activists from the "Nev-

er Trump" movement actively tried to vote 

down the convention rules set by RNC, which 

would require delegates to vote according to 

their state's primary or caucus results. 

However, this active effort to vote down 

the rules failed rather quickly. 

Republican giants such as the Bush fam-

ily (George li.W., George W., and Jeb), Sen- 

mission, and general funds to the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention 

"Public health officials need this money 

for Zika now," said Senate Minority Leader 

Harry Reid. "They need to prepare for this 

public health threat, which is here. To leave 

now, without putting an emergency spending 

bill on the President's desk, is the height of 

irresponsibility." 

According to the Kaiser Family Founda-

tion, of the 1,962 Zika cases reported in the 

United States, 22 were sexually transmitted, 

ator John McCain and 2012 nominee Mitt 

Romney were also absent for the Conven-

tion, an oddity that should not be grazed over. 

Senator Ted Cniz of Texas gave a speech 

during the Convention that garnered a lot or 

attention. Specifically, the last lines of his 

speech: 

"We will unite the party; we will mite 

the country by standing together for shared 

values by standing for liberty. God bless each 

and every one of you, and God bless the Unit-

ed States of America," said Senator OW. 

That is when the at-capacity crowd at the 

Quicken Loans Arena booed and jeered Cruz, 

who essentially declined to endorse Trump. 

The Democratic National Convention 

also had its share of controversies. 

The head of the DNC, Florida Congress-

woman Debbie Wasserman-Schultz stepped 

down from her position as chairperson. This 

decision was in reaction towards the leak of 

20,000 emails from the Democratic National 

Committee. 

The emails, made available on Wikileaks, 

showed what many perceived as coordinated 

bias against Senator Bernie Sanders' cam-

paign. 

During the week of the Convention, al-

most any mention of Clinton's name was 

booed by Sanders' supporters, especially 

supporters from the "Bernie or bust" move-

ment that were in attendance. 

"You're being ridiculous!" said come-

dian Sarah Silverman, noted Bernie Sanders 

supporter who then endorsed Hillary Clinton  

six had Guillain-Barre syndrome, and one 

was acquired through laboratory transmis-

sion. 

The Zika virus causes severe microceph-

aly in newborns. The condition causes a ba-

by's head to he much smaller. it also has sev-

eral symptoms such as seizures and triggers 

developmental delay with speech, standing, 

sitting or walking. 

Other symptoms such as a decreased 

ability in learning, hearing loss and vision 

problems are common as well. 

Pregnant women who contract the Zika 

virus are more prone to give birth to children 

with severe .microeephaly and the Center of 

Disease Control and Prevention scientists 

announced that enough evidence has 'accu-

mulated to conclude that Zika virus infection 

during pregnancy is a cause of microcephaly 

and other severe fetal brain defects. 

"If we don't get new money, we won't be 

able to do things at a pace that is necessary 

and appropriate to the urgency of this threat," 

said Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, director of the 

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 

Diseases. 

that night, to the "Bernie or bust" supporters. 

Silverman's proclomation got her a 

mixed response from the crowd. 

The rest of the week-long convention, 

excluding the email scandal, wasn't as chaot-

ic as the RNC', and featured unifying speech-

es given by President Obama, First Lady 

Michelle Obania and even Senator Bernie 

Sanders. 

Though both conventions tried unifying 

each party, there are still deep divisions in 

play. 

Divisions, that must be dealt with for a 

country in the crossroads. 

The fragmentation in each party con-

tinues to grow overtime. It seems as though 

both the Republican and Democratic Party 

are dealing with a version of identity crisis. 

The Democrats are fighting over ideolo-

gies influenced by neoliberalism and various 

niche movements. 

The Republicans are dealing with an 

identity crisis as they struggle to decide if 

they should support Donald Trump and fol-

low the party line, or breakaway from party 

ways and reject the Republican candidate. 

Here we are. The inevitable is now pres-

ent. Presented to us, are two candidates. 

Two candidates that must deal with 

growing division in their party's and the 

un-favorable images that are portrayed of 

them in the media. 

Both fighting for the chance to lead the 

country, using a path, that they believe, will 

get us out of these crossroads. 

ANNER POLITICS 
Political Argu ents Delay Actions Agrinst the 	a 'Virus 

Lawmakers Leave Issue Unsolved 

Commentary: America the Divided 
The 2016 Election and a Country That is in a Crossroads 
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CST's 1M building is currently under construction as the College 
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The entrance to CST's St. George satellite campus 
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"PSC-CUNY New Contract" 
Continued from Front Page 

side of CUNY Board of Trustees meetings 

and on different CUNY campuses. 

lbe protests began to pick up steam over 

the last year. 

About 40 PSC-CUNY members were 

arrested for blocking the entrance to the uni-

versity's central office last November. PSC-

CUNY also held protests outside Milliken's 

Manhattan apartment and held a strike autho-

rization vote. 

"CS! Life flacks" 
Continued from Front Page 

Try to come on campus during what 

I like to call "the peaceful hours." Yes, it 

sounds corny, but there arc several brief peri-

ods during thc day where the campus is bliss-

fully empty and quiet. No lines, no screaming 

in the cafeteria, no fighting for parking. 

I'll break it down for you. There are sev-

eral standard class intervals at CSI: 8-9:55am, 

I 0:10am-12:05pm. 	12:20-2:15pm, 2:30- 

4:15pm. 4:40-6:20pm, 6:30-8:20pm, and 

6:30-9:50pm. 

Most students come onto campus half an 

hour or less before their class time. 

That, in addition, to students coming out 

of classes preceding that session, makes for 

the busiest times on campus, leading to--you 

guessed it--long lines. 

The solution is simple: come to CSI 15 

to 20 minutes before the session preceding 

yours even begins or, better yet, in the middle 

of that session. 

You'll find yourself in an empty campus 

that's ready for your taking. 

('liftbrd Michel, Co-Editor in Chief 

Bring a Canteen to Campus This 
Semester 

CSI has installed new water fountains in 

IC that refill your water bottles without you 

having to hold the button down while holding 

it at that uncomfortable angle. Sayonara! 

This invention came to CSI during the 

2016 school year and is valuable information 

for the students who are new to the school (or 

just haven't been to IC in a while). 

The environment conscious inventions 

are designed to remove lead and filter your 

Not all PSC-CUNY members were 

pleased with the deal. Adjunct professors, 

who are paid per course, are still slated to re-

ceive a per-course payment of approximately 

$3,000. 

A payment so low that some of the uni-

versity's adjuncts are on welfare. 

"Full-timers have suffered; but adjuncts 

have been the worst affected," wrote Rita C. 

Tobin, a lawyer and CUNY adjunct profes-

sor. in a Huffington Post op-ed published on 

July 19. "Moreover, the presently proposed 

every sip. 

Next time you're thirsty and need to be 

on campus, remember to bring your canteen 

or water bottle to save yourself money and 

time! 

Briana Delbuono, Co-Lifestyles Editor 

Bring Your Own Toilet Paper 
Here's a life hack that may sound a bit 

weird, but you'll be totally glad you listened 

to me after you've heard it. Ladies, always 

make sure to carry one or two mini tissue 

packets with you in your purse when you 

head to the bathroom. 

For some insane reason, there never 

seems to be any toilet paper in the girl's bath-

room stalls, and nine times out of ten, I've 

had to ask the person in the stall next to me to 

hand me toilet paper. 

Don't disregard this if you know what's 

good for you. You'll thank me later. 

— Bridle Sparacino, Co-Lifestlyes 

Editor 

Actually Go to Tutoring 
Can't afford the exorbitant prices of pri-

vate tutoring? Know that your tuition entitles 

you to the help you need. 

There may be several tutoring labs avail-

able, like the Biology Tutorial Center, Com-

puter Science Tutoring Lab, Math Tutorial 

Laboratory, The Nursing Neighborhood, The 

Writing Center, and Online Tutoring, for ex-

ample. 

However, I r these options don't work for 

you, there is another. 

Through the Office of Academic Sup-

port, there are two locations where you can 

receive tutoring for subjects such us: English, 

math, computer science, physics, psyeholo- 

across-the-board 10 percent merely widens 

the gap between fulltime and adjunct faculty, 

while failing to provide adjuncts with a living 

wage." 

To the confusion of some members, 

CUNY has not yet begun to pay the increases 

mandated by the new contract. 

Bowen told union members that the uni-

versity hasn't provided increased payment or 

a schedule of when increased payments, back 

pay, and bonuses would begin to take place. 

"Chancellor Milliken has assured me that 

chemistry, finance, astronomy, philoso-

phy, COR 100 and more. 

You can go to either 1L-117 or IA-08, 

where tutoring is available for any student 

during morning, evening, and weekend 

hours. 

Be sure to call The Office of Academic 

Support ahead of time, to confirm that a tutor 

for your subject is available during the time 

you would like to come in. 

Be aware that tutors cannot do your work 

for you, but they are there to help you bet-

ter understand your material and guide you 

along whatever process is required. 

This is free assistance for you, so take 

advantage! 

-- Lucia Rossi, Arts and Entertainment 

Editor 

Utilize CAB 

The Campus Activities Board is one of 

CSI's hidden gems. The hoard uses its bud-

get to give students huge discounts on events 

and outings that a college student might think 

twice about.  

providing pay increases is his top priority at 

this time --- but it should have been his top 

priority from the day a tentative contract set-

tlement was reached," Bowen wrote to PSC-

CUNY members on August 29. "The money 

we are owed is not trivial; many of us are 

counting on it to pay off debts, support our 

families, or simply to survive. CUNY's delay 

is inexcusable." 

"It is difficult not to see the delay as a 

sign of disrespect for us and the work we do," 

the note continued. 

They host trips to Six Flags, NFL games, 

NBA games, and even Broadway shows. 

They even screen blockbuster movies 

for free in 1C on a regular basis (right now. 

they're screening Captain America: Civil 

War). 

Keep an eye out for their posters around 

campus. 

-- Clifford Michel, Co-Editor in Chief 

Join a Club, Seriously 

Life as a commuting college student can 

be frustrating. But if you have an interest, 

you honestly don't have to go through that 

frustration alone. 

For many students, student-run clubs 

become a place where you can let your hair 

down and relax for a bit. 

Besides being an impressive resume 

booster (you'd be surprised how much em-

ployers care about this), you just might find 

a group of friends who'll be with you for the 

long haul. 

-- Clifford Michel, Co-Editor in Chief 

"Sr. George Campus" 
Continued from Front Page 

satellite campus, CSI will make use of the 

site for various events. 

"This will also allow us to ►ttilize the 

facility for tours, events, and open houses 

in the fall to build even greater interest and 

enrollment for the implementation of a full 

schedule of classes in the spring," Fritz said. 

CSI's website has several pages describ-

ing the new facility and the opportunities it 

will offer. 

Next to a line that says "Apply quickly 

and easily to CSI online here" a link can be 

clicked, but it redirects students to the gener-

ic application for CSI with no mention of the 

BY VICTORIA PRIOLA 

Victoria Priola, a farmer Lifestyles ed-

itor at The Banner, has decided to join the 

team once again! As a member of CSI's 

class of 2016, Priola has seen a slice of life 

from the "other side." 

A CSI senior's dream would be walking 

onto the Great Lawn in June with degree in 

hand and a prosperous full-time gig already 

waiting for them. 

Reality check: it probably won't work 

out that way; and that's OK. 

As millennials entering a difficult econo-

my, we're pretty much forced to be comfort-

able with discomfort. It's harder now, more 

than ever, to find a stable job related to what 

you studied in school. In retrospect, your ma-

jor has little to no affect on what you'll actu-

ally be doing after college. 

new location. 

"I actually wanted to register but I didn't 

sec any options for the new campus on 

CUNYfirst," said Amanda Dasaro, a junior at 

CSI. "The website for it hasn't been updated 

since March and when you call the school to 

ask for information they give you the com-

plete run around." 

CSI has advertisements promoting the 

new site at the ferry terminal and articles 

have been written about the campus in the 

Staten Island Advance and NYI. 

However there is a lack of publicity at 

the Willowbrook campus, which would 

supply the incoming class with information 

about the alternate campus location. 

"Entry-level hiring is one of the first 

things to go when there's uncertainty," Mark 

DiMassimo, chief executive of the DiMassi-

mo Goldstein ad agency, told Crain's New 

York. "New graduates need to be trained, and 

their lack of business experience means that 

their expectations are often not aligned with 

the reality of work." 

It's the same "need experience to get ex-

perience" contradiction many millennials at 

CS1 have dealt with since the early days of 

trying to get a job the Staten Island Mall. 

So, why even bother going to college? 

What's the deal, Baby Boomers? 

It'd be unfair to put the blame for our 

lack of opportunity solely on the previous 

generation. If you're enrolled in classes, be-

ing active on campus and studying hard— it 

doesn't matter what field you're going for— 

Posters for the new location cannot be 

found on any information boards on campus, 

and many current students still do not know a 

new and more convenient site for many stu-

dents will be opening. 

"I didn't know that we were opening a 

new campus in Saint George," said Jaclyn 

Trotta, a senior at CSI. "This is the first time 

that I've heard about it." 

CSI will offer courses to fulfill the major 

requirements of several subjects, however. 

the CSI website does not state what courses 

will be offered. 

People who would like to register have 

the option of filling out a form expressing 

what classes they would be interested in reg-

istering for and the times they would take 

them. 

Plans include increasing promotions at 

the Willowbrook campus and on the shuttle 

buses once more details have been worked 

out. CSI administration has been unsure of 

the satellite campus' opening for quite some 

you'll succeed no matter what. 

The best advice 1 could give you is to just 

finish; no matter what. 

Even if it's just an associate's in Liberal 

Arts, a degree is a degree and its necessary in 

today's job market. 

Finding a job is not solely based on what 

you studied in college. It's about your work 

ethic, your drive and overall personality. The 

more you put yourself out there, the better 

your chances at a great career are. 

In my last semester at CS1, I took an Ad-

vanced Journalism class and my professor 

gave me some advice: He said to major in 

what you want to do, and minor in a com-

plementary field, because it'll increase your 

chances of finding a better job. 

In a time where entirely new positions 

are being created every few months, employ- 

"We're praying that we will have luck on 

our side," Dr. Kress, the Vice President for 

Technology Systems, told the Banner in May. 

In his May report to CSI's College 

Council, Fritz did highlight progress on the 

renovation of 2M, saying "the long-awaited 

renovations of our 2M building have begun, 

which will create much-needed academic 

space on campus." 

Fritz also said that that CSI made out 

well in terms of additional government sup-

port this past year. 

"The College's government relations 

efforts have also yielded unprecedented suc-

cess this past year resulting in supplemental 

state and city capital and operational funding 

to support equipment and facility projects for 

numerous academic departments," Fritz told 

the body of CSI professors. 

"Additionally, we have made gains in al-

most every other area of the College includ-

ing academic program expansion, philanthro-

py, enrollment strategies, and community 

engagement," he added. 

ees need to be able to wear many hats, and 

do it well. Sometimes, a job is a job. Even if 

it's not what you studied in undergrad, yo►►  

need to make a decision on what's best for 

you financially. 

You are not a failure if you do not get 

into the field you studied in college. 

I want you to read that line to yourself 

whenever you get a rejection email in your 

inbox, or if you get offered a job that isn't 

what you pictured yourself doing. 

You arc a person that is forever growing; 

don't limit yourself to one specific job at a 

specific company. 

Planning your career and having goals 

are crucial, and you should never give up on 

them. 

But you're setting yourself up for failure 

if you search through tunnel vision. 

The Other Side: What Your Major Actually Means Post-Grad 
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BANNER LIFESTYLES 
How to Reduce Your Back-to-School Anxiety 

Avoiding Stress Factors and Getting the Most Out of Your Semester 
BY BRIANA DELBUONO 

It is no longer safe to jog outside with-

out taking some precautionary measures first. 

After all, being prepared for danger can only 

aid you in a bad situation. Here are some 

things that you can do to avoid and or protect 

yourself in a life-threatening scenario. 

Before even leaving your house — TELL 

SOMEONE WHERE YOU ARE GOING!!!! 

I cannot stress this enough. 

Take your phone with you so that you 

can call for help if necessary. 

If you have an iPhone you can share 

your location with a close friend or loved 

one. This way, even if you aren't responding 

to texts or calls, someone will always know 

where you are. 

Wear a Booby Trap Bra! These inventive 

little sports bras have a pocket sewn in the 

front in order to hold a small knife or pepper 

spray. They are pricey, averaging $54.99 per 

bra, but not as pricey as your life. 

NEVER run in secluded areas. Whether 

it is day or night or you are with a friend, this 

is a major DON'T. 

Try to avoid running alone, Your parents 

weren't wrong when they told you there is 

safety in numbers. Don't get me wrong, bad 

situations have also occurred to groups but 

the majority of attackers go after prey that is 

vulnerable, and you are most vulnerable by 

If you must run alone, do it in the day-

time where there are lots of people around. 

Run on side streets and major roads if pos-

sible. 

Always run on the left side of the street 

facing the cars coming towards you. Runners 

do this so that they know if a car is about to 

swerve into them or lose control. If your back 

is turned towards the car, how will you know 

what to do? 

Wear reflective clothing if you must run 

at night! (Although, this is definitely not rec-

ommended). 

Leave your headphones at home! Run-

ning along to a soundtrack might be nice, hut 

you cannot hear cars or potential attackers 

while your hearing is impaired, even if the 

music is low. 

It may sound cliche, but look all ways  

light, drivers could be distracted and not no-

tice you in the street. Pay attention to cars 

and the drivers inside of them. 

If a car is following you while you are 

running, cross the street and go in the oppo-

site direction of the car - it will take a while 

for them to turn around. Don't feel awkward. 

If you are uncomfortable, do what feels right. 

Be aware of your surroundings at all 

times. Don't have your head down looking at 

your phone. And always make eye contact so 

that you can identify your attacker if circum-

stances call for it. 

NEVER take the same exact route. Jog-

ging is one of the only things in life that you 

should never adapt a routine for. This makes 

it extremely easy for attackers or stalkers to 

know where you'll be and when, which is a 

HUGE danger for you. 

Always carry water and your ID! You do 

not want to dehydrate, and if you pass out, 

you want people to know your name and ad-

dress. 
Run on roads you know. Do not attempt 

to go where you could potentially become 

lost. This puts you in a bad situation even if 

you are not in immediate danger. 

If you are in a situation where an attack-

er is involved, defend yourself by targeting 

their head, knees, or groin, if possible. Those 

are the weakest parts of the body. 

Use your elbows, knees, and head to hit 

an attacker. These body parts will sting them 

the most because of how bony they are. 

Carrying your keys in between your fin-

gers is helpful when you need something to 

fend off an attacker. You can also use your 

phone or your water bottle. ANYTHING. If 

you distract them long enough, you can easi-

ly get away. Don't worry about your 

It's not as important as your life. 

If you are in a situation where you are 

pinned down — do not struggle to get away. 

Once the attacker thinks that you have given 

up, they will loosen their grip on you. 

If you follow all of these steps, you 

should be on your way to a secure jogging 

experience. The world is not as safe as we 

wish it could be and the more aware and alert 

you are, the better you will be at handling any 

situation. 

Y SIERRA HOWA 
Having anxiety about the start of school? 

You're not alone. Here is a list of things that 

will hopefully help you achieve the best first 

week of school, and hopefully the best year 

you've ever had. The first tip may seem cli-

che and overused but it is definitely import-

ant. Create a routine! 

It doesn't take long and it's not hard. 

You have to put yourself on a schedule. Your 

week will consist of your classes and it's 

clear those can't be moved, but you can plan 

around them. 

Always have breakfast. It's the most im-

portant meal and if you don't have the time. 

try waking up a little earlier. By doing this, 

you won't have the added anxiety of trying 

to find a place to eat. If you definitely don't 

have time, then make sure to grab a good 

sized snack to eat on the way there or in class. 

Make time for your homework. Person-

ally, having back to back classes, homework 

doesn't get done until the weekend or during 

breaks throughout the week. Try to do it di-

rectly after class, so that the material is fresh 

in your head. 

Set aside relaxation time. If you dorm, 

you can relax in your room, living room, etc.  

And if you'd like, even take a nap. This will 

really help you to manage stress because you 

can train your mind to be at peace, which 

will give you a clear enough head to do your 

work. 

Make sure you have your administrative 

duties resolved ahead of time! Financial aid, 

tuition, housing and outstanding balances,are 

all things that need to get done right away 

and if they aren't handled, you may have 

problems registering for classes. 

Right when you see a stop on your ac-

count, RESOLVE IT before school starts. 

These quick things can put you back in the 

game big time. Yes ,they are annoying, but 

they need to be done! Even if it is a month 

or two before school starts, get it done! Wel-

come to adulthood! You gotta handle your 

business now. 

Pick classes that are not during peak 

hours (when everyone comes at the same 

time and parking becomes overwhelming). 

Don't forget to check blackboard! This 

is your information hub. You can easily 

miss out on assignments if you do not fre-

quent this site. Check your emails every day 

before school starts! Before your first class, 

you'll probably be able to view your sylla- 

bus, which is helpful because you will have 

a better understanding of the class and can 

adequately prepare. 

Plan to make friends or acquaintances 

with your classmates! Down the road you'll 

meet people inside and outside of class, but if 

you want to get as much as you can out of the 

class, or college in general, get to know who 

you're sitting next to. 

College is a time in your life where you 

should be networking. Building relationships 

with your classmates will improve your ex-

perience. You can get homework, notes, 

handouts, etc. from texting, calling, email-

ing your new friends so you'll never miss a 

beat, because the "I wasn't in class" excuse 

doesn't work in college. 

Participate in events around campus and 

join clubs! (If you're interested in writing, 

join The Banner!) This is a cool way to get 

involved and make friends if you are new to 

the school or just want to mix it up. 

Create a clean slate for yourself. It is im-

portant to take the time and reset yourself af-

ter each semester/year, before each semester/ 

year. Whenever you catch yourself feeling 

down about the previous semester or having 

doubts about the first one, tell yourself, "This  

is a new year, a new semester, and I will 

always have a chance to do better," Never 

doubt yourself if you didn't graduate within 

the 4-year mark. Not everyone does, and not 

everyone will. Just do well and you will get it 

done when you get it done. Graduating is an 

accomplishment despite the amount of time 

it takes you. 

Plan fun events throughout the year 

whenever you have a break from school 

whether it be after class or on weekends, 

Take a trip upstate or out of the city altogeth-

er with some friends or family. Go hiking, 

eat at expensive places and go on train rides 

to places you wouldn't normally go. Excite-

ment is a good break away from the stressful 

college life. This is sure to reduce your anx-

iety boatloads, 

If you don't want to go too far, just hop 

on the shuttle to the ferry for the ride, plug in 

your headphones and take the time to appre-

ciate being done with class for the day and 

grab a bite to eat in Manhattan or even at the 

ferry. 

Enjoy your year! This is college and this 

is a time when you are bound to make mis-

takes. Do not let them get you down. If you 

make a mistake, it's OKAY. You are human. 

What Joggers Need To ntcw 
The Do's and Don'ts of Your Exercise Routine 

yourself 	 before crossing the street. Even if it's a red 

What Is The £ype 'Jver Celebrity Airport Fa:,'Ilion? 
Celebrities Dress to the 9s to Prepare for Takeoff 

Here's The Newest Secret to Pat & Beautiful Brows 
Instagram's Latest Craze Will Leave Your Eyebrows Looking On Point 

BY BRIELLE SPARACINO 

Since summer began, some of the only 

posts on my social media have been candids 

of A-list female celebrities strutting, to and 

from the airport in the ch cest outfits I've 

ever seen. 

An abundance of fashion blogs have 

posted these ensembles on their websites 

with a "Get the Look!" tagline, but here's the 

deal: I don't get what all oldie hype is about. 

I've been on dozens of flights in my life-

time, and I can tell you that the number one 

priority when traveling is comfort, regardless 

of the distance. 

Whenever 1 head to the airport, the only 

outfit you'll catch me in is a loose-fitting 

t-shirt or hoodie, leggings or workout tights 

and a pair of converse sneakers or slip-on 

sandals. 

I usually bring a trucker hat and sun-

glasses as my only accessories because the 

entirety of my vacation destinations have had 

warm, sunny weather year-round, but those 

are considered necessities to me. 

What I don't consider to be necessities 

are three-inch heels and jeans that don't 

stretch. With that being said, here are some 

of the most expensive (and unconventional)  

outfits I've seen celebs wearing this summer. 

The first celebrity on the block is Ros-

ie Huntington-Whiteley, world-renowned 

supermodel and actress. In early June, the 

model was documented by whowhatwear. 

corn wearing a $2500 velvet embroidered 

bomber jacket by designer Magda Butrym, 

an unpriced classic white tee, Paige Denim 

Roston Unfinished Edge Jeans in the style 

Tenley ($229) and Gianvito Rossi Patent 

Leather Sandals ($790). 

Whiteley tripped off her look with Jen-

nifer Fisher Square Hoop Earrings in gold 

($250), a Cal ine bag hanging fashionably off 

her arm and Celine sunglasses shading her 

gorgeous grey eyes. 

While she looks fresh off the runway as 

opposed to fresh off a flight, her entire outfit 

could pay for a year and a hall of my tuition, 

which is kind of unnecessary. 

Next on the block is Olivia Palermo, an 

American socialite, actress and street-style 

icon. On July 8th, whowhatweancom report-

ed on her airport fashion choice. 

The A-lister was seen wearing Per-

verse Dawn Patrol Sunglasses ($45), a Zara 

Straight Dress with Faux Leather Piping 

($20) and Moncler Gamme Rouge Mu- 

guet Sneakers ($748). A beautiful burgundy 

Hermes bag complemented the outfit, but 

what really stole the show was her Rebecca 

Minkoff Pearl Embellished Wes Moto Jacket, 

which retails for $1,198. 

Palermo did end up wearing that same 

jacket to a couture show a few days later, so 

she was able to able to get a bit of wear from 

it, but the entire outfit just seems so uncon-

ventional for a trip to the airport. I will give 

her credit for wearing sneakers, though. 

Our last celebrity on the block is the 

one and only Victoria Beckham. The former 

Spice Girl and fashion mogul is rarely caught 

by paps without being dressed to the nines, 

and once again, she has not disappointed. 

On July 18th, instyle.com  posted Beck-

ham's most recent airport look, which was 

a black-and-white tweed suit accented with 

satin lapels on the suit's jacket. 

She strutted through LAX in black sti-

lettos, her jacket covering her top's plunging 

neckline. 

To finish off her look, she rocked a short-

strapped shoulder bag, a gold watch and 

oversized sunglasses. 

The prices of the individual pieces to this 

ensemble weren't listed, but I have a pretty  

good idea that I could sell her watch and re-

ceive enough money from to travel Europe 

for a week. 

Don't get me wrong, all of these women 

have great fashion sense. They know what 

looks good and what doesn't, and they know 

what to do to make something look good, but 

you can't tell me that they are completely 

comfortable in what they're wearing when 

traveling takes up 25% of their jobs. 

Sure, they don't have to lug their suitcas-

es and carry-ons through a crowded airport 

(since they have people to do that for them), 

but wouldn't it be nice to kick off your $1 

Old Navy sandals, roll your Nike hoodie into 

a ball and fall into a comfy, peaceful slumber 

on your private jet instead of sitting rigid for 

seven hours? 

Celebrity airport fashion has only 

evolved over time, and it's a concept that 

common folk like you and I will most likely 

never completely understand. 

It's aesthetically pleasing and thoroughly 

entertaining to see celebrities showcase the 

latest trends right before stepping on a plane, 

but I think I'll stick to my oversized hoodies, 

worn-out leggings and Nike slip-ons, thank 

you very much. 

BY BRIELLE SPARACINO 

If you're a beauty junkie, you probably 

know Instagram-worthy eyebrows are a must 

have. You know about the best products, the 

most efficient techniques and the prettiest fil-

ters to help you achieve your desired look. 

What you may not have known about, 

however, is the process of 3D microblading. 

If you think the term alone sounds fancy, 

that's because it is. 

Unlike an old-fashioned brow tattoo, 3D 

microblading is a process in which a licensed 

cosmetic tattoo artist creates realistic-look-

ing brow hairs using a needle that is 10 times 

smaller than a standard tattoo needle. 

Super fine hair strokes are made on the 

brow bone to help fill in sparse areas, and 

the results are semi-permanent, which means 

that they last two to three years. 

Elisa Vecchio, 24, is a freelance make-

up artist as well as a licensed cosmetic tattoo 

artist, and she took the time to speak about 

the process of microblading and why it's so 

beneficial. 

Vecchio attended the Jhon Jhon Institute 

in Englishtown, NJ, and took the three-day 

course required to become an official cosmet-

ic tattoo artist. 

Each "school day" lasted about eight to 

nine hours, and on the first day, the students 

learned about the type of clients who are el-

igible to receive the procedure, since certain 

health conditions can prohibit someone from 

going through with the process. Depending 

on a client's body chemistry, the brow pig-

ment may not hold as well or as long as it 

would on someone else. 

On the second day, the students practiced 

the procedure on practice skins to get a sense 

of different hair patterns, and they learned 

about colour theory and what colours look 

best on different skin tones. 

By letting the colour of the brow pigment 

sit on the skin, it picks up the skin's under-

tone and gives the tattoo artist a good idea of 

the correct pigment to use during the actual 

procedure. On the last day of the course, ev- 

ery student practiced on live models to obtain 

their certificate of completion. 

The entire procedure, which takes about 

two to three hours, begins with the tattoo 

artist numbing the brows for about 15 to 20 

minutes. Next, the tattoo artist measures the 

client's brows before drawing their desired 

hair pattern on the top layer of their skin, and 

they let the brow pigment sit on their fore-

head for 15 to 20 minutes. 

After the actual micro blading process 

takes place, a tattoo sealant is applied to the 

brows to keep them looking and feeling hy-

drated. 

Most clients receive two sessions - the 

first session for the entire procedure, and the 

second session to touch up the brows after 

they've had time to heal - but depending on 

the client's desired look and overall brow 

thickness, it may take up to three or four ses-

s ions. 

The process is fascinating and definite-

ly worth every penny, but the procedure is a 

very pretty penny at that. Most cosmetic tat-

too artists charge around $750 to $800 for a 

single session, and provide the touch-up ses-

sion free-of-charge. 

If you're not fully satisfied with your  

20 minutes a day filling them in and perfect-

ing your arch, this procedure is perfect for 

you. While it is a serious investment, it really 

helps to boost a client's confidence and self 

esteem, according to Vecchio. 

When practicing on live models for her 

course, she encountered women who hav-

en't had proper eyebrows for a significant 

part of their lives, and when the procedure 

was over, these women became emotional at 

their transformation. "[The procedure really] 

makes theta feel like themselves [again]," 

said Vecchio. 

3D microblading is unlike any other cos-

metic tattoo strategy on the market, but it is 

still an up-and-coming procedure that not 

many women (or men) know about. 

There are only a handful of people across 

the country who are licensed, certified and 

able to showcase their work for potential 

clients online, let alone in Staten Island, and 

many well-known cosmetic tattoo artists are 

based in Canada and/or overseas, so these 

countries receive a lot more clientele since 

people are willing to travel. 

Vecchio, however, believes that the pro-

cess of microblading will definitely take off. 

"[The process] is all about making [the cli- 

God-given eyebrows and don't want to spend ent's] lives easier." 
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BANNER ARTS 
Gotta Catch em' All! 

Pokemon Go, the latest trend everywhere 
BY KINZA KHAN 

What started as a game mostly for 
nerds, evoked a whole new generation of 
Ash Ketchums. All everyone is into lately is 
catching as many Pokemon as possible; it's 
like all or the 90s kids' dreams come true. 

So, what is Pokemon Go? It's an app that 
lets you catch Pokemon... literally on the go. 

The game's concept, in the most basic 
form, is to go around places catching whatev-
er Pokemon conic your way, trying to evolve 
them and make them stronger. 

More advanced players may battle in 
gyms to become the leader of said gym. 
Garners can interact with others around 
them, as well as battle, train and trade virtual 
Pokemon appearing as though they're living 
in the real world. 

The game play starts out with you mak-
ing an account; from there you create your 
own avatar. Once created, the avatar is dis-
played on a map using the player's current 
geographical location. Some of the features 
on the map include PokeStops and Pokemon 
gyms. 

PokeStops provide players with items, 
such as eggs, Poke Balls, and potions; they 
can also be equipped with items called lure 
modules, which attract wild Pokemon. Gyms 
serve as battle locations for team-based king 
of the hill matches. 

PokeStops and gyms are typically lo-
cated at places of interest. As players move 
within their real world surroundings, their 
avatar moves within the game's map. Dif-
ferent Pokemon species reside in different 
areas of the world; for example, water-type 

BY LUCIA ROSSI 

On July 27, recent CSI graduate, Jason 

Wisniewski, published his first book on Am-

azon under the pen name: Jason Alexander. 

This Game of Thrones-inspired short 

story called "Rite of the Northmen" may 

be a fast 26 page read, but packs a punch 

with its mystical, medieval and fable-like 

elements. 

The words keep you hanging on with 

its visually beautiful and extremely fantas-

tical scenery, innocent but brave developing 

character, colorful use of adjectives and a 

surprisingly twisted ending. 

Its college-budget friendly with its af-

fordable $2.99 price, and it's worth every 

penny. 

The story is focused on thirteen year old 

Adrian of House Ardent, who embarks on a 

rite of passage through a mysterious cave. 

There, he will be tested by ancient forces 

where his values as a man will be realized. 

All men of the north must pass this test and 

return with a loyal animal companion, or 

otherwise fail and die. Every man's choice 

is a reflection of their heart and honesty is 

the way to succeed. 

Although the story has moments that are 

left to interpretation, there are some morals  

Pokemon are generally found near water. 
When a player meets a Pokemon, they 

may view it either in augmented reality (AR) 
mode or with a live rendered, generic back-
ground AR mode which uses the camera and 
gyroscope on the player's mobile device to 
display an image of a Pokemon as though 
it were in the real world. Players can take 
screenshots of the Pokemon they encounter 
either with or without the AR mode. 

The game's development started back in 
2014 by the creators Satoru Iwata of Ninten-
do and Tsunekazu Ishihara of The Pokemon 
Company as April Fools Day collaboration 
with Google, called Pokemon Challenge. 
Many reviewers praised the idea of a game 
that allowed players to catch Pokemon in 
their own environment, since the game fol-
lows wherever you go. 

Pokemon Plus which is another addition 
to the Pokemon family, will be added in Sep-
tember 2016. Pokemon Plus is a bluetooth, 
low energy, wearable device, developed by 
Nintendo, that allows players to perform cer-
tain actions in the game without looking at 
their phone. 

When a player is near a Pokemon or 
PokeStop, the Plus vibrates. The player can 
then press the button to capture the Pokemon 
or receive items from the PokeStop. The 
player cannot check what they have received 
until the next time they sign in to the app on 
their mobile device. 

The design consists of a Poke Ball and 
the shape of the Google Maps pin. The game 
released on July 6, 2016 and quickly gained 
popularity amongst a wide demographic; 

the 	story 	is 	finished, 

Wisniewski knows there is always room for 

improvements. 

"I would still like to improve on my 

prose," he said. "I feel like there are a lot of 

grammatical errors that I can't remove." For 

a budding author, he knows his work isn't 

perfect but that's not stopping the five star 

reviews he is receiving on Amazon. 

Like any author, there are always things 

we love and hate about our own work. Jason 

Wisniewski is no exception to this self-crit-

icism. 

"I enjoyed exploring Adrian's findings 

alongside him and seeing these strange new  

kids as little as five to adults as old as 75 have 
played this game. 

In a matter of a week, from its initial re-
lease in the US, Pokemon Go has taken over 
all platforms of social media. However, the 
game had mixed reviews. 

Although it was praised for being in-
novative and having a different approach to 
the game, there were many technical issues 
that came along with the innovative design. 
The biggest issue users have found is that the 
game drains the battery quickly, since you 
have to leave the game on in order to hatch 
the eggs or catch Pokemon. 

The game also freezes a lot, especially 
when you're about to catch a Pokemon. The 
game also takes up a lot of your cellular data. 

Despite all the popularity the game has 
gotten, many of the players who are more 

Rim- OF 
THE 

NorTH.Mt- N 

ASON ALEXANDER 

things with him," he said. "It's not just ex-

ploring magical elements but exploring his 

own ideals, and in turn, my own." 

The tough thing about short stories is 

obviously their length and the limitations 

that come with that. 

"What I hate about it is how limited I 

felt when I wrote it," Wisniewski said. "I 

can't imagine anything more than how I 

ended it, there, with Adrian." 

Even with limitations, the story has a 

sweet slow pace with very passionate de- 

familiar with older Pokemon games, such as 
Pokemon red, blue, gold etc. were expecting 
more. This is also true when it comes to the 
game's graphics. 

Many features and mishaps can be fur-
ther explained in Ryan Higa's Pokemon Go 
honest commercial video. In the video, he ex-
plains that many of the features of the game 
could have been improved, and the hype of 
the game made it seem more interesting than 

it really is. 
Overall, it is an intriguing game to check 

out at least once. Even if you don't like 
Pokemon or never followed the series, you 
will have no trouble following along with the 
game. 

It is pretty fun and can be addicting. Just 
be careful when driving and make sure you 
don't trespass when you play the game. 

scriptions, rich history and culture, distinct 

characters, fantastical creatures, simple dia-

logue, and powerful emotions. 

Wisniewski is completely unashamed of 

his love for the Game of Thrones world and 

George R.R. Martin's writing style. 

The main character can be easily visual-

ized as someone similar to Bran Stark and of 

course their loyal companions are wolves. 

Telepathic wolves to be exact. 

The writing is similar to that of GoT 

with his descriptions of their clothing, the 

frigid cold weather, the lavish dinners and 

the drunken songs sung. Clearly, this author 

was team Stark. 

This story has a flashback that is crucial; 

it drops subtle hints as to how things may 

not be what they seem. It is imperative that 

you pay attention to detail. 

"I want people to not only be entertained 

by my stories, but find the hidden ideas be-

hind "Rite of the Northmen," Wisniewski 

said. 

His piece of advice for readers and oth-

er students is this: "To readers, I want them 

to know that there's so much more. To the 

story, to me, to the world," Wisniewski said. 

"To students, I want them to keep an 

open mind and don't take your education for 

granted." 

BY JESSICA PASSIONE-SANCHEZ 

There's nothing better than an album that 

can pull together different genres of music 

and DJ Snake's "Encore" does that master-

fully. 
William Grigahcine, known by his stage 

name, DJ Snake, delivers an album with the 

same bass heavy energy as "Turn Down For 

What," the song that catapulted him into the 

international dance scene. 
In between these bursts of bass, is sooth-

ing echo-infused, mood music that makes 

this the perfect summer listen. 

In "Encore," Snake blends together 

EDM, trap, pop, and hip-hop with the help 

of his star-studded collaborations that include 

some of the biggest names in music includ-

ing Skrillex, Yellow Claw, Travi$ Scott and 

Justin Bieber. 
The album starts off slow with simple 

strokes of a piano in "Intro (A56)." At first 

it's hard to tell where DJ Snake is going with 

this, then the vocals are released and a man's 

haunting voice is put on loop over the string 

instrument and electronic combination. 

BY LUCIA ROSSI 
DC keeps trying but still hasn't conic 

close to Marvel's success in films, at least in 

the eyes of true comic book fims. 

"Suicide Squad" broke records for the 

month of' August in its opening weekend at 

the box office, but received less than stellar 

reviews from critics. 

Though it may be considered a disap-

pointment, sonic say it is an improvement 

from "Batman v Superman: Dawn of Jus-

tice," thanks to the main character's perfor-

mances and their devil-may-care humor. 

Personally, 1 think people make this film 

out to be worse than it actually was. 

Viewers need to consider and remember 

what constrains this film was under, what the 

movie is really about, and how it is trying 

to set itself apart; while bridging the gap for 

what DC has planned next. 

One comment that is circulating is that 

there wasn't enough of the Joker or Batman. 

Keep in mind the movie is about Suicide 

Squad; Batman and Joker merely play back-

ground characters. They're not supposed to 

have much screen time, not matter how much 

was cut, because it's not their movie. Their 

purpose was to push Harley Quinn and the 

other members of the squad to move the plot 

along, and that's what they did. 

People may love or hate Jared Leto's 

portrayal, of the joker but on the end of the 

day, it is a new perspective and interpretation 

of the character. While Leto's performance 

may not be the comic book your animated 

series version we all know he brought a new 

It becomes clear that he'll be rotating 

through a series ofhighs and lows throughout 

the album in typical EDM fashion. 

The next song on the album is the single 

"Middle." British singer, Bipolar Sunshine's 
voice slips through the speakers entrancing 

you before the beat comes on and toms the 

song into a hip-hop/electronic hit. 

The album starts to pick up with the song 

"Sahara," where Snake's signature trap style 

makes its appearance and reminds you that 

you're listening to one of the biggest names 

in EDM-Trap. PSA: you'll want to twerk to 

this one. 

"Sober" brings a subtle 90's dance feel to 

the album and "Pigalle" sets it into full swing 

with its dubstep head-banging energy. This is 

undoubtedly the buildup to the trap, hyped, 

middle section of the album. 
You're brought down once more by the 

sweet sound of a woman's vocals in "Talk" a 

beat holder on the album before the release of 

the hit "Oche Cinco." 

The Yellow Claw and DJ Snake collab-

oration, "Ocho Cinco" is definitely the cli-

max of the album with 

angle to the twisted role. 

This Joker was more of a cartel-boss 

type of gangster with a hip-hop style and tat-

toos. Although Leto's Joker was surely ma-

niacal, ruthless, and a psychopathic crime-

boss, we didn't get to see him play those 

genius psychological games we all know and 

appreciate. 

His answer to things involved hijacking, 

animal suits, and machine guns. He may not 

measure up to Heath Ledger's portrayal, but 

his smile hand-tattoo was cool. His insane 

laughter needs work. 

The best and most important part about 

the Joker in this film was his connection and 

relationship with Harleen QuinzellHarley 

Quinn, played by Margot Robbie. Their rela-

tionship is toxic, impulsive and abusive, but 

their love runs deep. Especially for Harley, 

who would do anything for her puddin'. 

Harley Quinn was the second best part 

of this Olin. She provided a sexy yet crazy 

feature; she could measure up to the men 

with her awesome fighting skills and need-

ed nothing but a baseball bat and a gun. She 

could hold leer own in battle without minor--

I respect that. 

However, if I had a dollar for every time 

she called the members of the squad "puss-

ies," I would have a fat stack of cash. She was 

funny at times, but it felt forced and maybe 

over-exaggerated. Her personality and atti-

tude was true to the character, but her accent 

could have been better.] so desperately ached 

to hear that city accent and slang, but only got 

one "Mista J." 

Will Smith killed it in his role as Dead-

shot, pun intended. He was by far the best 

actor and character in the film, which is no 

surprise. Deadshot was the one squad mem-

ber who had something positive to fight for, 

his daughter. 

This made his involvement all the more 

bittersweet because he enjoys killing for 

money, but also loves his daughter and wants 

to he a good role model to her. His humor 

seemed somewhat unnatural as well, like 

someone told him. "Okay, now say some-

thing funny here," but he was still entertain-

ing and his skills were awestriking. 

The best scene in the movie was when 

the entire squad decides to stop saving the 

world and have a drink at a local bar instead. 

In this scene, they all discuss and realize 

the different kinds of criminals they are. It's 

touching and emotional; you see the differ-

ences and similarities between them all. El 

Diablo's backstory will bring you to tears in 

this scene. 

Who can forget the head bitch in charge 

who brought the squad together in the first 

place, Amanda Waller, who's played by Vio-

la Davis. Davis captured her ambitious, guilt-

free, badass, strong black woman attitude. 

Cara Delevingne's Enchantress however, 

wasn't that strong as a villain and would have 

done better with more background informa-

tion. 

She was creepy and powerful but her 

motives were somewhat unexplained and 

unclear. 

The movie was simple in its plot. En- 

the most beautiful vocals on the album in 

"Future Pt 2" before handing the reigns over 

to Justin Bieber for the next song, "Let Me 

Love You." 
The song is already a huge hit. Justin 

Bieber's vocals over DJ Snake's instrumental 

is the perfect way to bring the listener down 

from the climax of the album. 

DJ Snake ends the album with a song 

he made with British musician, Mr Hudson. 

The two make a perfect pair. DJ Snake knows 

which artists he works best with and the suc-

cess of the collaborations on the album prove 

it. 
"Here Comes The Night" is incredibly 

enticing because of the lyricism and subtle 

build up to a rhythmic electronic beat. 

The beat resides in the perfect middle 

ground between slow and steady bassline and 

shattering electronic drop. 

The album ends as subtly as it began. 

The words "here comes the night" are lightly 

sung once more before the background music 

lowers slowly, until the faint echo of the har-

mony fades out completely. 

chantress wants to take over the world, be 

worshipped as a goddess again and make the 

human race pay for her containment. This 

was easy but complexity is what makes sto-

ries interesting. 

Regardless, the movie isn't about her or 

any villain for that matter. The main objec- 

tive is to bring together the suicide squad and 

see how they interact; that's it. They could 

have inserted any villain and it wouldn't have 

made a difference, unless it was the Joker, but 

they're saving him for later. 

The movie grossed $465 million and had 

a budget of $325 million with their promo-

tions  and advertising. They scraped by, and 

could have done so much better if maybe 

they had chose to do a story similar to that 

of the animated film "Batman: Assault on 

Arkham." It's everything Suicide Squad 

should have been. Deadshot and Harley even 

have a one-night stand! If you haven't seen it 

yet, watch it and compare. 

In March 2016, it was announced there 

will be a sequel, bringing back David Ayer as 

director and will be released in 2017. 

Overall, the film was visually creative, 

had its silly and -heartfelt moments, was true 

to many characters. It wasn't a complex film; 

it was merely an introduction. 

Yes, it could have been better. It definite-

ly would have been better if it was rated-R 

too, but it was not as terrible as people made 

it out to be. 

flopefully they make the appropriate 

adjustments in the future, starting with the 

Flash's redundant metal armored suit. 

A Fable that Faintly Echoes Game of Thrones 
that are clear such as: there's always another 

way, accept the person you are and fight for 

it, there should always be a balance of good 

and evil, don't be afraid to grow up and that 

sometimes your expectations of those you 

look up to may not be what you imagined. 

Wisniewski would like to thank the 

many CSI professors that have helped him 

over the years such as Professor Conti, Pro-

fessor Rice-Gonzalez and Professor Shul-

man. 

He claims that their workshops were 

crucial to his growth as a writer and helped 

him procure the do's and don'ts of creative 

writing. 

Although 

"Rite of the Northmen": A Novelette by C SI's Own 

album stays on this wave for the next couple 

of songs. 
Young Thug keeps the hype going in 

"The Half." The lyricism is subpar but it's 

the instrumental combination of Swizzymack 

and DJ Snake that makes the song worthy to 

get lost in. 
Travi$ Scott, Migos, and G4shi, prove to 

be a deadly combination in the song "Oh Me 

Oh My." 
Their echoed voices and the slow-motion 

breakdown at the end of the song are guar-

anteed to make you feel high in any setting. 

Don't be fooled, the drum and bass is ev-

er-present in this one as well. 
"Propaganda" releases the first genuine 

festival-feeling track of the album. It's fast 

paced tempo is reminiscent of the energy 

portrayed in "Turn Down For What," but the 

lack of vocals make the instrumental highs 

and lows even more powerful. 

(i4shi raps the last trap banger of the 

album "4 Life" before DJ Snake brings the 

tempo back to more of a dance feel with the 

song "Future Pt 2." 

its heavy drops. The 	Once again, Bipolar Sunshine delivers 

Suicide Siva. a Squandering L-).'1 711Tieshow 
It's Good to be Bad...But Not This Bad 



"I needed to  do soniethz 

wild and adventurous 

because I was sin e 

could." 
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Wily Fleeting _Ionald Trump Would Be A Crflme Against ...-iumanity 
The Biggest Decision Millennial Voters Will Ever Make 

BY JESSICA PASS ION E-SANC EZ 

In the sweltering heat, thousands of peo-

ple pack into the arena, periodically erupting 

in chants of "USA, USA!" while they wait 

for their enthusiastic leader to make his grand 

entrance. His stage is usually decked Out in 

American flags in show of the mock patrio-

tism he feels for the country he unforgivingly 

tears down with his intolerant rhetoric. 

Summer of 2016, an important time for 

campaigning before Election Day in No-

vember, is spent by Donald Trump dividing 

the American people during a period in our 

country's history where unification is more 

crucial than ever. 

"Donald Trump made his way through a 

very competitive primary because he spoke 

not like your typical politician but just plain-

ly like an everyday American and speaking 

plainly is exactly what the American people 

will anticipate in the course of this election," 

said Trump's running mate, Mike Pence, in 

an interview with Chris Wallace on August 

14th. 

"But more importantly they're going 

to have a president who tells them exactly 

what's on his mind and the American people 

are going to hear him loud and clear." 

BY CLIFFORD MICHEL 

There's some new signage making its 

mark on the College of Staten Island. It's 

plastered on the College's website and on 

the email signature of just about every CSI 

employee. If you haven't already noticed, it's 

CS1's diamond anniversary; aka its 60th an-

niversary. 

A diamond anniversary is a huge 

achievement for any institution and I'm sure 

that the College's administration will have 

many events in celebration of this milestone. 

I humbly offer a suggestion to the powers 

that be who decide what message is put out 

to the college community and beyond. 

We all know President William Fritz's 

usual spiel. In 2014, he'd continuously men-

tion that the College was named as one of 

America's Best Colleges in the North by U.S. 

News & World Report. Who could forget his 

frequent mentions of CSI as one of "Amer-

ica's Best-Bang-for-the-Buck Colleges" by 

Washington Monthly? 

As the face of the College, I understand 

that any national accolades have to be men-

tioned by Fritz. However for many CSI stu-

dents, the fact that we as a college need to 

hold on to such specific accolades comes off 

We definitely hear him loud and clear but 

that isn't something to be proud of. 

Trump's campaign has brought out the 

racist, xenophobic and misogynistic skeleton 

of this country. He reveals bones that serve 

as reminders of the prejudices that thrived in 

this country long before I was born. Preju-

dices that I was convinced were annihilated 

decades before my generation would be able 

to vote. 

Yet here he is, spewing nonsense that is 

deemed trustworthy and considered speaking 

"like an everyday American." What Amer-

icans are Pence referring to? What class of 

human is he referring to? 

Despite the clear lack of political knowl-

edge and poise of other legitimate candi-

dates who have come before him, the era of 

Trump continues to thrive simply because he 

declares that he is going to, "Make America 

great again." 

Once more, it seems sensible to question 

which period in time it is that Trump is refer-

ring to. Is it the time when minorities were 

treated as second-class citizens? This certain-

ly isn't the forward and inclusive thinking 

that has lead our country to progress the way 

it has over the course of 200 years. 

Is this some type of reference to the job 

market? 

Trump relishes in the fact that he is con-

sidered a successful businessman. I encour-

age his supporters to remember that he is 

running for President of the United States, 

not CEO of the United States. While both ti-

tles appoint someone as a chief executive, the 

jobs entail two very different things. 

To be a truly successful President of the 

United States you must be willing and able to 

protect the rights of the people around you, 

even if they are of a different race, religion, 

or occupation than you. 

This value can't be taught, you either be-

lieve in it or you don't. 

This is something that Trump has shown 

he is lacking whenever he chooses to attack 

women, Muslims, Mexicans, journalists, vet-

erans, prisoners of war, or people with dis-

abilities. There is no doubt that this list will 

grow within the upcoming months. 

History is meant to keep humanity from 

repeating the same mistakes. Arc his support-

ers completely blind to how devastating a 

man like Donald Trump can be if elected as 

president? Lest we forget Adolf Hitler who 

reigned in post-war and post-Great Depres- 

sion Germany. 

Though he brought economic wealth to 

the country, it resulted in an "us and them" 

mindset that ultimately led to the slaughter 

of millions of Jews. Having that mentality di-

vides a country and is the biggest and bright-

est red flag. 

This egotistical, inexperienced and 

alarmingly trigger happy man cannot be 

trusted as The Leader of the Free World and 

he certainly shouldn't have access to the nu-

clear weapons he so publicly proclaims his 

fascination with. 

Hillary Clinton, a seasoned veteran of 

public service, is the best chance this country 

currently has at progression, more important-

ly, she actually knows a thing or two about 

foreign and domestic policy. 

We've fought wars against our common 

enemies and amongst ourselves to defeat the 

core values of Trump's campaign. 

Although he is a Republican, does he 

really represent the values of Republicans 

across the country, or do they simply not 

want Hillary to win? 

I encourage everyone to realize that vot-

ing against Donald Trump is not only a polit-

ical decision but a moral one as well. 

liberals have with hardened, young Republi-

cans from the Island. 

It can even be seen in the quiet, moving 

transitional period many students go through 

that begins with frustration and a lack of faith 

in the College, but eventually turns into grat-

itude for an institution that has allowed them 

to find the starting point towards the rest of 

their lives. 

Every year this college propels students 

into the middle class and gives them the abil-

ity to shoot past that and make a better life 

for themselves. 

CSI isn't luxurious and it isn't sexy. It's 

the ultimate tool for the city's working class 

and its poor and it does its job pretty damn 

well. 

That's how CSI should be defined. 

cotaIGE OF STATEN ISLAND 
1956-2016 
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tall, lanky guy who awk- 

wardly commented on my lipstick shade. I 

had never seen him'before and I assumed he 

was a bar back at the venue in the city where 

one of my all-time favorite bands was about 

that guy's lace," said. 

to take
,l, 
	stage.

dthtecta llkiss 

 

y 

 

"We need to hang out here more often." 

• It was all in jest, though, us 1 was caught 

up in a relationship that was way too serious 

and messy for any twenty-something year 

old. 

Fast-forward twenty minutes — that tall, 

gorgeous guy who liked my lipstick is on 

stage, introduced as the replacement for the 

recently departed, original drummer. 

Confused and shocked, I moved on and 

accepted that I had a new "celebrity" crush to 

torture my boyfriend with. 

"Put him on my pass list,'" I'd tease over 

and over again, knowing, it'd never really. 

happen. "I'd totally. hit that." 

The following • summer my boyfriend 

anctI broke up. It was messy, devastating and 

despite not being together, we refused to let 

things go completely. • 

We tried to do the "casual sex" things in 

hope that it'd lead us back together eventu-

ally. We agreed to go catch my favorite band 

together, assuming it'd be a bonding experi-

ence; 

Instead, he bailed the morning of. My 

friend agreed to come, but she couldn't meet 

me in time for the pre-show, which was in-

cluded. with our tickets. I'd have to go alone 

and she'd meet me there later. No big deal. 

"I could make out with their new drum-

mer now," I joked. 

As soon as I walked into the venue, I was 

met with an intense and awkward stare. I as-

sumed it was all in my head and chilled out 

in the corner, but for the next hour I could 

feel Ibis dude's eves on rime and I wasn't quite 

sure why'. 

As soon as the pre-show ended, I saw 

hi

tae`?

n walking towards me. I panicked. What. 

does he want? Why is he corning to talk to 

n 

  

1.ie couldn't possibly remember me from 

tlla t 

could

briet 

l 

 i  awkward

ie? 

	encounter over a year 

ago, 

 

"Hey," he said confidently. "1 know you." 

"Do you?" I responded sassily with a 

raised eyebrow;  partly out of confusion, part-

ly because I naturally have a bitch face. He 

did remember me though. In fact, he knew, 

my full name, which he chalked up to know- 

in e because any fnstagram handle. 

I found this slightly weird -. if. it were 

anyone else in the world I'd have been' 

creeped out, but lie was gorgeous so I contin-

ued to make casual conversation. W.: chatted 

for five minutes or so, he told me I looked 

great, asked me what I'm doing later on, and 

told me to "hit him up" before he leaves. 

At this point I'm baffled, and I retreat to 

the bar to have a drink and wait for Angie's 

arrival. One drink turns to three on an empty 

stomach and I'm drunk and alone at 6:30 PM. 

My friend Angie finally arrives and 

drunk me begins to ramble, recounting II re 

entire encounter to her excitedly. 

"So, did you bit him up'?" she asked. 

Shit. I realize I never got his number. She 

encourages me to drunkenly send him mine 

through an Instagram message. 

I hesitated, but finally pulled the trigger. 

Two hours later, I was sober and mortified 

that I never received a response. 

The show started and my phone buzzed 

in my purse. A text popped up from an area 

code I ddin't recognize. 

-T-fey! It's J. Sony. I'm- just seeing your 

message! Would you want to grab a drink af-

ter  the show?" 

Overly excited,' .ptuich Angie in the arm. 

-HE TEXTED ME! HE TEXTIiI) ME! 

WHAT DO I . SAY?".1 shrieked.. 

• With much urging, I agreed to-meet for 

a drink and told him.. 	bringing a friend 

along. He said he'll 'bring a friend; too, and 

we'll meet around 12. • 

• .Moments later his band got on stage, he 

spots me, arid waves and grins. wildly. - We 

didn't stop eyeing each other for the rest of 

e s 	

show ends and Angie and :I .are sit- 

ting taker 

	

chain smoking andwaiting for 

t 	

car, 

 

J  and his friend to finish loading their gear. 

kept reiterating my shock. 

I joked about this foria year. Could I real- 

ly kiss this guy's face tonight? 

"If he doesn't text you in the nest fifteen 

minutes I'm going to head home," Angie 

said. "I'm exhausted from work and I have to 

get up early tomorrow." 

. I never got a text and I sadly give in. I 

asked Angie to drive me over to my oar, 

which was parked a Iew blocks away. 
 	. 	_ 

As soon as we pulled up to my driver's 

side door, I get, "Hey! Still here? Drinks?" 

try to convince Angie to join, but she's 

not having it. 

She gives me a pep talk and convinces 

me to go alone, which in hindsight may not 

have been our smartest move;  but whatev-

er... She was right. I'd regret not going. 

I met J back at the venue, and coinciden-

tally his friend bailed, too. 

"I guess it'll jest be us." he said with a 

smirk. 

We eot in my Car and drove over to a bar 

about a mile down the road. We walked in, 

and a group of kids from the show were sit-

ting at the bar. 

They spot him, and excitedly exclaim 

that drinks are on them 'for the rest of the 

night. it was a sweet gesture but they were 

mega fanbeys:  and weren't exactly great at 

keeping their cool. 

"I'm so sorry,".1 said. "I had no idea kids 

from  the show •would. be  . here." 1 told him 

that it wasn't a problem* and they bought us. 

a round, 

- We all -sat together, chatted 'for about. an 

'hour and after two or three drinks,. the fan-

boys asked him 'foe a photo together and left. 

-"Alt, now we can have a conversation!" 

be said. • 

• It' was around I :30 AM and thinking last 

call is at 4:00, he. buys us another round. 

I had plenty of Line to sober up before 

I had to drive home, I thought to myself. 

Suddenly, the bartender rang a bell and an-

nounced last call. 

Fuck, laSt cull is at two, not four. 

Panicked, but not wanting to say any-

thing, we left the bar: We stopped in the door-

way, 

"You know, I really don't feel like going 

in just yet." said. "Want to do something 

else?" 

Drunk and not able to operate a vehicle 

safely, I agreed. 

"Yeah, me either. Birt everything is 

closed. What do you want to do?" "We could 

go park in the parking lot and make out in 

your car," he said. 

Blown away by the bluntness of his 

statement, I stared at him for a second. 

"Sure, I'm into that," I said coolly, trying not 

to seem too excited 

I really get to kiss this guy's face?! .How 

is this possible'?! It's been a 'massive joke for 

the'past year! 

I managed to safely relocate.  my  vehicle 

to the parking lot, despite the four or five 

drinks of whiskey I'd consumed in the last 

two hours, J left briefly to go check in with 

his band mates and grab us something to 

drink that's non-alcoholic. 

The entire time I was tex.ting Angie, 

who was likely .home and asleep at this rate, 

freaking out. I'm not the groupie type but I 

cart'tpass this up. 	• 

He comes back, we jump in the back 

seat, and lo andbehold, I get to kiss his face. 

We make out for a while and things start to 

get way more heated than I prepared for. 

it was hot, It was heavy. Somehow it was 

not the least bit awkward, despite not having 

sex with anyone new in over five years. 

il: all felt natural and I figured that even if 

it didn't, this guy would probably never call 

me again. 

I needed to du it just to do it because he 

was hot and he was a rock star. I needed to 

do something wild and adventurous because 

was single and .I fucking could. 

Wewrapped:things up, kissed goodnight  

and suddenly I realize it's almost five in the 

morning.  

My mother had been calling me •franti-; 

.callyeI was the only car on the highWay. 

I was talkilig to. myself asking mySelf 

what On earth jnst. happened, and I'm visibly 

a disheveled mess. I somehow made it bottle 

safely, flopped into bed, and woke up the next 

afternoon with a hangover contemplating if I 

had made a bad deeisiou. 

About an hour later he texted me. We've 

been seeing - each other, often under really 

weird circumstances, ever since. 

Casual Sex Might Be Exactly What liTou Need Post-Brepkup 
Don't Retreat To Your Ex, Try A Rockstar 

How the College Should Define Itself:for Its 60th Anniversary 
as desperate. Personally, every time I heard 	in for the worst four years of my life. 

"Best Bang for the Buck," I thought to my- 	Oh, how wrong I was. 

self, "I wonder if nails on a chalkboard would 	Being in the capital of the world helps 

be more pleasant than hearing that line one 	lure professors that other public universities 

more time." 	 could only dream of. Almost every year new 

Unlike other CUNY colleges, CSI has 	facilities are added (i.e. Dolphin Cove and 

the responsibility of accepting all students 	the Saint George Campus) to our growing 

because there isn't an accredited CUNY campus. 

community college in the borough. So while 	Over the years, this institution has helped 

sonic CUNY, such as Hunter College, City shape me in so ninny ways. Professors have 

College and Baruch have begun to climb encouraged me to apply for national fellow- 

higher in their national standing, CSI is 	ships, which I, to my own astonishment, end- 

plagued by unfavorable statistics. 	 ed up receiving. I was also able to dorm for 

This isn't a bad thing; in fact, this is what 	three years without putting myself in extreme 

CSI should be most proud of. Popular culture 	debt. 

will always recognize the legacy of liber- 	As a student journalist who tries to cover 

al arts colleges and elite universities, but in 	CS], I know this can be hard to see. Engage- 

many ways the unsung heroes are the public merit is hard to come by at CSI: less than 3% 

colleges and universities. 	 of students live nn campus, commuters from 

These institutions provide a platform of other boroughs typically travel at least four 

social mobility for those who would be help- hours a day, and commuters from Staten Is- 

less otherwise. I know this because I lived it. 	land often wish they were eight hours away 

My high school GPA was horrendous. I from the entire borough. 

cried several times when I received rejection 	Despite all of that, CSI has a colorful  

letters from colleges that many of my friends culture. 

It can be seen in the late night coffee runs were accepted to. When I received my accep- 

tance letter from CSI, I was far from thrilled. older students make between work and night 

When I mailed in my deposit, I thought I'd be classes or the arguments that newly realized 

Vhy We Should Celebrate CS; for What it Truly is 
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freshman class. 

They are talented young players who 

can really help the Dolphins win this season. 

Furthermore, Queens native Chris Li and 

New Brunswick native Jake Foedles, who 

arc also both freshmen, look to compete for a 

starting position this season. 

As for the players returning, Coach Tar-

dy expects all of them to play an even bigger 

role on the team. CUNYAC Defensive Player 

of the Year and Captain, Ruben Diaz, was a 

rock the team could lean on last season and 

looks to continue to do so this year. 

As for the offensive side of the ball, Tar-

dy has his eye on now sophomore Phil Lef-

kowitz to make the jump from a great player 

to an elite one. 

"He has all the tools to be an elite col-

legiate player," said Tardy. "With the right 

attitude, mindset, and work rate, very few 

teams will be able to keep up with him de-

fensively." 

With returning players like Jacob Szu-

manski, Nermin Kurtesi, Vasyl Fedortsim, 

and Mohamed Nado still on the team and 

with the addition of the freshmen, the Dol-

phins have a nice blend of old and new play-

ers. 

The freshmen and returning players alike 

can benefit from one another's presence on 

and off the field. 

Coach Tardy believes he has something 

special with his team this season and has 

eyes set on the bigger picture. 

"I think we are at the point now where 

anything less than an NCAA appearance is a 

disappointment," said Tardy. 

" The amount of time and the sacrifices 

these boys have made should reflect in this 

year's results." 

SPORTS 
Men's Soccer Preview: What To Expect This Fall 

Dolphins Look to Make Some Serious Noise on the Soccer Field 
BY FRANK COSTAGLIOLA 

After a heartbreaking 2-1 loss in the 

CUNYAC finals last season, fifth year Head 

Coach John Tardy is ready to lead his team to 

an NCAA tournament appearance this year. 

The men's soccer team got off to one 

of its worst starts in school history last sea-

son. The club managed to lose their first six 

games and struggled to produce any sort of 

offense. Between injuries and other compli-

cations, Coach Tardy's team took a long time 

to get into mid season form. 

"We had a couple key injuries very ear-

ly in the year to CUNYAC All Stars Jacob 

Szumanski and Nermin Kurtesi, who are also 

two of our captains [and] we were also miss-

ing Mohamed Nado and Vasyl Fedortsi early 

on in the year," said Coach Tardy. 

" Once we were able to add those guys to 

we were able to start producing." 

the mix and get players settled in their roles, 

after their sixth straight loss. 

The team would finally get hack on track Coach Tardy. "With everyone playing at 

have one of the better seasons in school his-

we have added a great freshman class," said 

their full potential we have the potential to 

	

The team finally began to play to their 	
tory, as well as my time here at CSI." 

	

full potential when they defeated NJ City 	
While it might be Tardy's fifth season 

	

University 6-I. After scoring only four goals 	
as the Dolphins' Head Coach, this is the first 

	

in the previous six games combined, the 	
"true" year he will be recruiting freshmen, 

	

Dolphins hit the back of the net a total of six 	
making it truly a team of his own. 

times against NJ City. 	
"For the first time it's all kids who have 

	

The victory over NJ City was the turn- 	
bought into the program's philosophy," said 

ing point for the Dolphins last season as CSI Tardy. "And they [are] ready to take the pro- 

	

would go on to win eight out of their next 	
gram to the next level." 

	

nine games. The Dolphins would ultimately 	
Coach Tardy added a few new fresh- 

	

go on to finish the season with a 10-9-1 re- 	
men to this year's team who he believes are 

cord overall and managed to salvage a sea- 
 poised to make an immediate impact on the 

son that didn't start as expected. 	
field. 

	

As for this year, Coach Tardy is the most 	
Staten Island natives and SI Advance 

optimistic he has ever been coming into a all-stars Ryan Layman and Bryan Bustos 

season. "Although we are losing three huge are some of the top recruits from this year's 
contributors on the offensive side of the ball 

• 

Olympic 
Athletes 

Compete, 
only a Few 

Succeed 
BY GABRIEL DAVILA 

To the casual viewer it might appear that 

Olympic athletes make a lot of money, how-

ever only a small few do, while many other 

competitors' winnings go to the International 

Olympic Committee. 

"For the 2005-08 Quadrennium, reve-

nue from U.S. only broadcast rights netted 

the IOC over $625 million, annually," said 

Mark Cuban, the owner of the Dallas Maver-

icks and current investment shark on ABC's 

Shark Tank. "And U.S. based corporate 

sponsors contributed over $120 million, an-

nually, to the IOC." 

According to the IOC's Revenue and 

Distribution sources, 45% of their market-

ing revenue comes from sponsorships, such 

as Coca-Cola and Visa. While an additional 

47% comes from sponsors that broadcast the 

Olympic Games on their networks such as 

NBC. As for tickets and licensing, the two 

combine just for a total of 8% of the IOC's 

revenue. 
Although Olympic contestants do not re-

ceive money from the IOC directly, they do 

receive money from other sources. The IOC 

grants bonuses to gold, silver and bronze 

medalists. 

Gold medals have a $25,000 bonus, 

silver medals have a bonus of $15,000 and 

bronze has $10,000. 

After the conclusion of the 2008 Olym-

pic Games, Michael Phelps became a nation-

al icon, and with all that success came count-

less sponsorships and endorsement deals. 

The Post Game reported that by the time the 

2012 Olympic Games came around, Phelps's 

net worth was $55 million. 

Furthermore, Inquistr.com  released on 

their site that Michael Phelps has contracts 

with Under Armour, Wheatics, Omega and 

Subway, which actually used cardboard cut-

outs of Phelps in their locations during and 

after the 2012 Olympics in London, it is es-

timated that Phelps makes $12 million per 

year from these four endorsements alone. 

As for the other Olympic athletes, the 

amount of money received becomes less sig- 

nificant due to their lack of fame. According 

to CNN, only half of the athletes on the US 

Track and Field team, who are ranked top 10 

in the nation, made more than $15,000 a year 

from their sport. 

"Athletes will complain about the lack 

of financial control as they train," Adam Nel- 

son, an American gold medalist shot putter 

said. "But a lot of them aren't willing to take 

that step, and that's because the Olympics 

happen once every four years." 


